
Diamond Astigmatic Keratotomy versus Femto Astigmatic Keratectomy 

There have been a lot of approaches to Astigmatic Keratotomy (AK) during my now 37 years in 
ophthalmology.  Today, it is conveniently referred to as LRI (Limbal Relaxing Incisions) or PCRI 
(Peripheral Corneal Relaxing Incisions.  Only diamonds or other blades are capable of creating true corneal 
incisions.  Femto second lasers being photo disruptive produce corneal excisions that are then followed by 
blunt dissection. 

In recent years, moving to the more classic paracentral 6, 7 or 8 millimeter optical zones for AK with the 
femto in order to achieve a desired effect is clearly not an LRI?   Has the femto been found to have 
limitations due to undercorrection and/or regression that it has been required to get correction? At the 
moment, there are purportedly no ‘currently accepted nomograms for correction of corneal astigmatism’ by 
the femto manufacturers. How can that be possible? 

Where is the data to prove the point of Femto corneal astigmatic correction that is being widely performed 
today? It has the appearance of a grand experience based upon nothing more than anecdote and corporate 
marketing. Furthermore, the notion that an eye surgeon can put in the femto pattern and open them, not 
open them but do so later ‘if they need them’ is not in keeping with prudent ophthalmic surgery. What 
other surgeries do we have today that a surgeon places wounds that are unnecessary to achieve a specific 
goal? This is both lunacy and dangerous thinking and should not create a precedent and we believe is 
doomed to fail within the armamentarium of most surgeons. 

As a result of the failure to provide proper data or analysis, I have personally analyzed a series of 225 eyes 
of patients who had surgery performed by Dr. Louis D. ‘Skip Nichamin (retired) with more than 3 years of 
follow up.  His cases were all performed with Mastel Elite Micrometer diamonds, included within our 
Nichamin System and the NAPA AK/LRI approach (Nomogram Adjusted for Pachymetry and Age). 

The NAPA nomogram in fact was developed by and with Doctor Nichamin. Today we are approaching 
1,000 surgeons world wide using our NAPA System. This is in fact the only modern and currently 
validated Nomogram. It is striking how many variants of our NAPA system surgeons are using with preset 
blades, metal or diamond, femtos and the like. You cannot just change everything and call is a nomogram-
this it the art of guesswork and does not achieve consistent results which sadly gives AK a bad reputation. 
As Doctor Richard Lindstrom has told me for years, “AK is a powerful procedure”. 

Using ASSORT (Noel Alpins, MD program) for vector analysis, we compared the Diamond LRI with the 
NAPA approach pioneered by Dr. Nichamin, along with two series of Femto astigmatic attempts from two 
anonymous surgeons that came to us for help.  The Alcon laser had 55 cases [wounds opened on the table]. 
The Abbott laser had only 4 eyes performed and one achieved a reasonable correction and the other 3 had 
no effect whatsoever other than the phaco wounds. 

And yes, we understand that this is retrospective analysis, uncontrolled series numbers and the rest that this 
is ‘unscientific’. Still, we are looking for the comparisons of data sets done properly by responsible parties 
rather than having doctors so disturbed about what is actually happening to their own patient results they 
get desperate enough to contact Mastel… 

Pay close attention to the standard deviations and the change in angles preoperatively to postoperatively, 
primarily between the first and second sets obviously. It is not at all that diamond AK is perfect~just that it 
shines in comparison to these results that have been so far analyzed. 

So our position is that we are better than femto for various reasons including standing the test of time with 
a validated nomogram widely practiced today. Unless physics and corneal anatomy and physiology 
somehow change in the future, diamond based AK should remain superior coupled with simplified surgery 
and also relatively inexpensive to perform. 



We look forward to the opportunity to analyze more data from other surgeons who may be questioning 
their own results. You have to use vector analysis if you want a validated personalized nomogram, plain 
and simple 

Sincerely Yours, 

Douglas J. Mastel 
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